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When Charlie arrived at Shangri-La, the father and son had just signed all the relevant
documents.
Several professional lawyers are doing the final check at this time to make sure that there
are no loopholes in everything.
Zayne was a little lost at this time. After all, he had loved Deana for so many years, and now
he has really completely ended the relationship between husband and wife, which made
him feel particularly sad.
Although Deana couldn’t see any happiness, she could see that she was relieved.
Before Deana, there always seemed to be a touch of sadness between her eyebrows, which
sometimes made people feel that she might be a little sick.
However, the former state of sickness has been wiped out, and replaced by an
unprecedented sense of ease.

As for Lord Banks, while regretting to surrender the throne of banks Family Patriarch, he
couldn’t help but always remind Zara banks: “Zara …Don’t forget, help me buy more land in
Madagascar… The larger the area, the better, and it is best to dig a moat directly around it
to isolate it directly from the locals.”
As he said, he muttered again: “Oh, yes, let the servants, servants and bodyguards of the
entire manor, it is better to let me take them from the country. Their local economic
development level is too poor, and the locals are sure. It also fails to meet my
requirements.”
Lord Banks, who has lost the opportunity to provide for the elderly in the Maldives, now
only wants to ensure his safety and living conditions in Madagascar as much as possible. He
knows that the local area is poor and there are many diseases, so he doesn’t want to have
any direct contact with the locals.

Zara banks naturally has no opinion.

Although she was dissatisfied with her grandpa, in the end, blood was thicker than water.
Moreover, grandpa left this time, fearing that it would be difficult to come back later, he
naturally wanted to ensure his living conditions in Madagascar.
So she nodded and said: “Grandpa, don’t worry, don’t you want to take Butler over? The
other servants in the family have served you for so many years. You must be the most
comfortable with it. Let them go with you, I It will give them a satisfactory salary and at the
same time give them a settlement allowance.”
As he said, Zara banks said again: “As for the manor that you just said, the bigger the better.
As long as the benefactor allows me, I will try my best to do it for you, but the amount of
work is a bit too large. It will take at least two or three years for all to be completed, and you
may have to be aggrieved there before it is completed.”
Lord Banks hurriedly said: “Knowing fish, grandpa has already thought about it a little bit. It
is definitely unrealistic to build all from scratch. We can go to the local area and buy the
best manor house they can buy locally. , And then extend and expand around this manor
house, so that there is no delay, what do you think?”
Zara banks hesitated for a moment, and said: “I don’t have any opinion personally, but I still
have to ask Charlie for advice. If he is okay, I am fine.”
Lord Banks hurried around, slapped his thigh, and blurted out: “Oh! Charlie just asked me to
go to Madagascar, but he won’t let me come back. He won’t bother about other things, so
you can arrange for someone to go there and do it for me as soon as possible. In a place
like Madagascar, it is estimated that it would not even cost 100 million US dollars to build a
few hundred hectares of manor.”
Zara banks still insisted: “Then I have to say hello to charlie, and I can’t make a decision
directly.”
Charlie walked into the room at this time and said faintly: “Miss banks, everything should be
done according to Father banks’s requirements. After all, Madagascar will be his second
homeland in the future, and the material conditions must not be too bad.”
Speaking of this, Charlie said again: “What’s more, I might send some labor to him regularly
in the future. The bigger the place, the more convenient it is.”

